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History
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} One component of 10 years of work on LArTPC simulation 
and reconstruction

} TrajCluster is a second generation reconstruction module that 
extends the LineCluster reconstruction approach to 
trajectories at all angles

} Core tenet : Charge is a vital component of precision 
reconstruction

MicroBooNE doc #62, Oct 2008

B. Baller, 2017 Liquid argon TPC signal formation, signal 
processing and reconstruction techniques JINST 8 P07010



Concepts: A 2D Trajectory Point (TP)
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A trajectory point (TP) is
• A collection of hits that are near the position in a normalized 2D 

space – ala LArSoft event display
• Flags that define which are “used” to define the “hit position”
• Flags that describe the local environment, e.g. overlapping trajectories
• The trajectory position, direction and errors from a local fit
• Position and charge deviations

A new TP is created by cloning the previous TP and stepping it through 
the 2D space  - typically by one wire spacing

Unused hit
in Tj

Used hit
in Tj

Wire

Used hits on 
different wires



Concepts: A 2D Trajectory (Tj)
A Fancy Cluster
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A collection of trajectory points and global information:
• Trajectory end points.
• Multiple Coulomb Scattering momentum proxy (MCSMom).
• Optional association to a 2D vertex at each end.
• List of algorithms that modified the Tj during construction.
• Classification: muon-like, stopping (Bragg peak finder), shower-like 

(curly track + proximity), high energy electron-like à PDGCode ala 
Pandora



Multiple Coulomb Scattering Momentum 
Proxy - MCSMom
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Trajectory points

http://pdg.lbl.gov/2014/reviews/rpp2014-rev-passage-particles-matter.pdf

Highland formula for argon 
with b = 1 and no log term
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MCSMom 186

MCSMom 926

MCSMom 195

MCSMom 21

MCSMom 89

185 MeV muon

286 MeV proton

Summary and detailed debugging reports



Tailored Reconstruction Strategy
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} Step through the hit collection several times with different 
cuts to (for example) preferentially reconstruct:
} Small angle (wrt anode plane) trajectories first – high energy 

particles
} High-score 2D vertices between them
} Larger angle trajectories next – low energy particles

} Three angle regimes
} Small angle - Track traveling ~< 30o wrt to the anode plane

} Hits are well-reconstructed and narrow and will be similar on the next 
wire à use to reconstruct on the first pass

} Large angle – Track angle between 30o and 85o

} Hit finder reconstructs a wide hit or a few narrow hits on the next wire
} Very large angle > 85o – low energy particles

} Very wide hits or many narrow hits on the next wire or the same wire or 
the previous wire à use to reconstruct on the last pass



Finding 2D Vertices
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} Vertices are found after trajectories are made in each 
pass

} New trajectories may be reconstructed using a vertex 
and unused hits in the vicinity

2D vtx found using fat green and red Tjs
Arrows show the stepping direction
Others found using FindVtxTraj algorithm 
stepping away from the vtx



Finding 3D Vertices
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2D vertices matching in X 

Two algorithms can deal with this
1) Reconstruct “hammer” topology 2D vertices or
2) Match 2D vertices in 3D to find the U 2D vtx

Using the FindHammerVertices algorithm
The red Tj was split

3D vertex now exists 

No matching 2D 
vertex in plane 0

<Q1>

<Q2> ~ <Q1>



2D and 3D Vertex Scoring
to find a neutrino interaction
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2D vertex

dq / sdq

Bragg peak at the other end

Tagged muon: long (with tagged d-rays?)
Vertex error

Vertex environment cleanliness. 
Charge fraction = (hit charge in box from vertex Tjs) / (All hit charge in the box)

Score weighted by:
Tj MCSMom
Tagged muons
Tj charge rms
A Shower Tj

3D vertex score is the average of the matched 2D vertex scores



Matching in 3D - PFParticles
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Score 42.8 Score 12.4

Score 31.6

Same color in each plane 
indicates that the Tjs are 
matched in 3D to the 
same PFParticle.
True n vertex has the 
highest 3D vertex score

Three overlapping 
trajectories in this region



Algorithms
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} ~60 algorithms can tailor reconstruction
} Core stepping algorithms are always used but most can be 

configured - This shouldn’t be necessary to get good results
} Some examples:

¨ Estimate hit width using input hit collection or define by fcl input
¨ Kink detection using fixed angle cut and/or angle significance
¨ Adjust method for calculating charge average and rms
¨ Reverse propagation, Bragg peak finder

} Other algorithms can be turned on/off and configured
} Some examples:

¨ Muon and d-ray tagging, neutral vertex finder
¨ Dressed muons for LArIAT ~ cosmic removal
¨ Shower-like cluster tagging and shower reconstruction

¨ See Rory’s talk
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Wire 90

Wire 85

Wire 90

Wire 85

Input hits (gaushit)

TrajCluster creates a new hit collection



EndMerge Algorithm
Merge Trajectories or Create a Kink Vertex?
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Merge alg OFF

Merge alg ON with MCSMom asymmetry cut

A vertex created by a kink found in a trajectory

High MCSMom

Low MCSMom

Vertex created by an 
apparent kink



Forecasting & Strategies
Work in Progress
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Tj under 
construction “Forecast Tj” – Tracklike? Curving? Showerlike? Bragg peak? 

} Strategies based on a forecast
} Normal strategy tries to adapt to everything (original)
} StiffMu (high energy muon): Ignore d-ray showers, many points fit, looser fit cuts

} Tjs and PFParticles assigned PDGCode 13
} StiffEl (high energy electron): No charge similarity cuts, many points fit, no fit 

cuts, no kink checks, no merging, no vertices created at the shower end
} Tjs and PFParticles assigned PDGCode 111

} Slowing: Few points fit, loose kink cuts, looser fit cuts, no MCSMom monitoring –
No special PDGCode defined as yet (= 0)

Forecast envelope

PDGCode is a reconstruction classification variable –
no PID has been done yet



Tagging Electrons (< 100 MeV)
Work in Progress
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MCSMom ~ 50

MCSMom ~100
MCSMom ~30

Electron signature
Start-end MCSMom asymmetry =  (100 – 30) / (100 + 30) = 0.54
Charge rms = 0.43

Requires precision 
reconstruction.
Encouraging preliminary 
results on single electrons at 
small angle

Low energy 
muons

Low energy 
electrons



Sliced Data
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} TrajCluster matches trajectory point positions and 
optionally directions à 3D trajectory points
} Can be slow for events with large cosmic background and EM 

showers

} Significant spped increase by pre-processing with 
SpacePointSolver + DBCluster3D to create Slices
} Hits in each slice are well separated in 3D (< ~30 cm)
} TrajCluster reconstructs in each slice and TPC, then merges 

PFParticles that span multiple TPCs 



TrajCluster Summary
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} Many features and many configurable fcl settings
} Users guide in cdcvs LArSoft Documents
} TrajCluster is intended to provide good performance using the 

standard configuration + knobs for improving performance

} Potentially useful information is lost when 2D trajectories 
are written as recob::Clusters
} Requires someone to propose a new data product …

} TrajCluster has an internal metric for monitoring 
performance



Closing Thoughts
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} A systemic LArSoft problem
} Sharing modules and algorithms between experiments is sensible but 

creates institutional support problems, for example
} A module is written for experiment A by Mary at institution B and is 

accepted into the standard LArSoft code base
} Experiment C would like the module to be supported for analyses but 

Mary and her institution are not collaborators and don’t have access to 
Experiment C data

} It may not be in Mary’s or her institutions interest or availability to join 
experiment C

} Ideally a module expert on experiment C would not be required
} This might be accomplished using an idea by Elena Gramellini + module 

writer rigor
} The LArSoft community needs to develop & document 

standards, particularly in the areas of performance metrics and 
data products


